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Dijon Amber Pulse led lamp
4W 200lm 2000K dimmable

EAN 8712879147510 

Treat your home to an upgrade with the
vintage Pulses! These bulbs with a strong
70’s feel, blend well into most interiors due
to the warm amber coating and a stylish dark
smokey coating. A small pumpkin shape with
a vintage look due to the work in the glass.
The classic amber coating matches perfectly
with the appearance of the bulb. - This lamp
has a diameter of Ø125mm and a height of
145mm. - This LED lamp has an E27 Fitting.
This fitting is also known as a big, retro or
normal fitting. - Dimmable, with a LED
dimmer, the light intensity of this LED lamp
can easily be adjusted to the desired
ambiance. - Color temperature: 2000K. This
LED lamp emits extra warm and ambiotic
white light. - Light intensity: The total amount
of light that this LED lamp emits is 200
Lumen. The light intensity can be lowered
with the use of a dimmer for LED. Nice as
set, combined with the Dijon in the same
color, in your hallway or above the dining
room table. Also nice to use in a tableholder.
Also nice in a table lamp as a showpiece
next to your bed or on a living room dresser.

E27
200 Lumen
2000 K

Lamp Characteristics

Product ID 426340

Category Lampen

Fitting E27

Voltage 220-240V

Dimmable Yes, using a LED dimmer

Lifetime of lamp 15000 uur
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Size and Weight

Net Weight 310 gram

Diameter 200 mm

Length 250 mm
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Energy Consumption

Wattage 4 W

Energy efficiency label A

Light Characteristics

Light output 200 lumen

Warm-up time to 60% light <1.0 s

Colour Extra warm white

Colour temperature 2000 K

Colour rendering index (CRI) 90
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